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This paper considers two firms that engage in joint production. The prospect of repeated interaction intro-duces dynamics, in that actions that firms take today influence the costliness and effectiveness of actions
in the future. Repeated interaction also facilitates the use of informal agreements (relational contracts) that are
sustained not by the court system, but by the ongoing value of the relationship. We characterize the optimal
relational contract in this dynamic system with double moral hazard. We show that an optimal relational con-
tract has a simple form that does not depend on the past history. The optimal relational contract may require
that the firms terminate their relationship with positive probability following poor performance. We show how
process visibility, which allows the firms to better assess who is at fault, can substantially improve system per-
formance. The degree to which process visibility eliminates the need for termination depends on the nature of
the dynamics: If the buyer’s action does not influence the dynamics, the need for termination is eliminated;
otherwise, termination may be required.
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1. Introduction
The success of a buyer-manufacturer relationship in
creating a product often depends on the actions of
both parties. Each firm has comparative strengths
in understanding different aspects of the product’s
design and the technical aspects related to its produc-
tion. Accordingly, the buying firm may provide criti-
cal technical expertise to assist the supplier in design,
engineering, and production. Although a manufac-
turer typically provides the bulk of the infrastructure
for production, a buying firm may provide critical
inputs, either in the form of specialized equipment
or raw materials. The output of the production pro-
cess, then, depends on the diligence with which both
firms provide the associated physical and managerial
inputs.
When firms engage in joint production, each firm

observes the output of the production process, but
cannot observe the full scope of actions taken by its
partner. This causes a free-rider problem: Each firm
shirks on costly, unobservable action because the ben-
efits would be shared with its partner (Holmstrom
1982). The free-rider problem is exacerbated by
stochasticity in the output (each firm knows that it
can assert that a bad outcome is due to the failure

of the other firm or simple bad luck) and by diffi-
culties in contracting on the output. We focus on a
setting with unobservable actions and stochastic, non-
contractible output.
When a buyer and manufacturer interact, they

should evaluate the potential for continuing to do
business in the future. The prospect of potential future
interaction shapes how firms behave in two ways.
First, the prospect of future interaction facilitates the
development of trust and cooperation. Firms will
be more hesitant to behave opportunistically if they
anticipate that doing so will damage their prospects
for engaging trading partners in the future. Second,
the prospect of future interaction introduces dynamics
as conditions and the relationship itself evolves over
time. In particular, a firm’s actions today impact the
costliness and effectiveness of actions in the future.
For example, a manufacturer may invest in technolo-
gies that reduce its costs of producing certain types
of products in the future. Such an investment could
impact the effectiveness of the buying firm’s action
positively or negatively. For example, if the buyer is
unfamiliar with the technologies, this may reduce the
utility of the buyer’s production expertise. Further,
exogenous factors, such as general economic condi-
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tions, evolve over time, and these also shape the cost-
liness and effectiveness of the firms’ actions.
Biopharmaceutical contract manufacturing is our

primary motivating example. A drug developer (e.g.,
Eli Lilly or Genentech), outsources production to a
contract manufacturer (e.g., Lonza) with the inten-
tion of collaborating over the lifetime of the drug. At
the outset, the drug developer may contribute scien-
tists and engineers to help the contract manufacturer
develop an efficient manufacturing protocol. There-
after, each month, the drug developer provides genet-
ically modified mammalian cells and culture medium;
the manufacturer cultures (multiplies) the cells in a
metal tank and then extracts therapeutic protein. The
yield of therapeutic protein from this batch process
depends on the quality of the raw materials con-
tributed by the drug developers and also depends
on microbial contamination, temperature, pH, pres-
sure, and other process variables controlled by the
manufacturer. The drug developer contracts to buy a
specific number of batches per unit time at a speci-
fied price per batch. However, the yield per batch is
stochastic and noncontractible.
Firms can provide stronger incentives for action

by developing informal agreements that make pay-
ments contingent on noncontractible output (see §2
for an example in the biopharmaceutical context).
Because such payments are discretionary, they must
be enforced by the value of the ongoing cooperative
relationship rather than the court system. Our objec-
tive is to characterize how firms should optimally
structure informal agreements in the face of dynamics
and the temptation to free ride.
We also examine the value of jointly monitoring

the production process. For example, in the biophar-
maceutical industry, firms can invest in information
systems that enable manufacturers and their buy-
ers to observe detailed process data. This helps the
firms to identify and disentangle problems with pro-
cess control (the manufacturer’s responsibility) and
with raw materials (the buyer’s responsibility). In
the language of economists, the information systems
provide signals of the firms’ actions that are com-
monly observed by both firms. We show how infor-
mal agreements should be adapted to use such signals
and that doing so can substantially increase the firms’
expected profits.
The primary vehicle in economic theory for study-

ing long-term relationships where trust, cooperation,
and reputation are important is the repeated game, in
which players face the same “stage game” in every
time period and each player seeks to maximize the
discounted sum of his payoffs. Typically, a repeated
game has many possible Nash equilibria, but the play-
ers are assumed to coordinate on one that is mutually
advantageous. Cooperation is enforced by the threat

of transition to an undesirable Nash equilibrium in
the continuation game.
Klein and Leffler (1981) and Taylor and Wiggins

(1997) consider settings where product quality is
noncontractible and is solely a function of the man-
ufacturer’s effort. Klein and Leffler show that in a
competitive market, buyers will pay a premium above
variable production cost to firms that maintain a repu-
tation for high quality. In Taylor and Wiggins (1997), a
buyer inspects every shipment from her manufacturer
and rejects faulty items. Taylor and Wiggins show
how the buyer can avoid costly inspection by paying
a premium for every shipment and threatening to ter-
minate this practice if he later discovers faulty items.
Baker et al. (2001, 2002) emphasize that players may

shape their repeated game through transfer payments.
They have popularized the term relational contract for
an informal agreement regarding actions and vol-
untary payments, enforced by reputational concerns,
between parties that interact repeatedly. They study
a repeated game with relationship-specific invest-
ment by one party (“hold up”) and derive insights
regarding optimal ownership structure. Levin (2003)
examines relational contracting in a principal-agent
model with moral hazard or hidden information.
Levin proves that if an optimal relational contract
exists, then a simple stationary optimal relational con-
tract exists. That is, in searching for an optimal rela-
tional contract, one may restrict attention to stationary
relational contracts. For the case with moral hazard,
under a stationary optimal relational contract, Levin
shows that the relationship is never terminated on
the equilibrium path, and the voluntary payment to
the agent is “one-step:” a bonus if output exceeds a
threshold.
Whereas economists have focused on i.i.d. repeated

games, sociologists and organizational scholars have
observed through field studies and surveys that
relational contracts evolve dynamically. Granovetter
(1985), Powell (1990), Sako (1992), and Uzzi (1996,
1997) stress the role of personal relationships and
social sanctions in generating and sustaining interor-
ganizational agreements, and argue that trust and
collaboration between trading partners can only be
developed gradually over time. An alternative per-
spective is that successful collaboration, especially
between large firms, requires developing and refin-
ing institutional routines for partnering and reciprocity
(Powell et al. 1996, Zaheer et al. 1998). In a survey of
suppliers to automobile manufacturers, Dyer and Chu
(2000) find that ongoing automaker assistance with
quality, cost reduction, and inventory has the great-
est positive effect on supplier trust and cooperation.
Frequency of trade, the length of the relationship,
and strong potential for future business are also pos-
itively associated with trust and cooperation between
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industrial buyers and suppliers (Heidi and Miner
1992, Dyer and Chu 2000). For automobile manu-
facturers and their suppliers, Dyer (1996) concludes
that sequential and cumulative relationship-specific
investments tend to reduce the new-model-cycle-time
and increase profitability. In the biotechnology indus-
try, Robinson and Stuart (2002) observe that through
rapidly evolving networks of alliances, firms learn
about, monitor, and sanction their (prospective) R&D
and manufacturing partners. Kenworthy et al. (1996)
observe a breakdown in relational contracting in the
U.S. automobile industry in the 70s and early 80s, and
attribute this to oil-price shocks and increased foreign
competition.
This paper extends the theory of relational contracts

to the collaborative and dynamic settings of interest
to researchers in supply chain and operations man-
agement. Technically, this paper generalizes Levin’s
(2003) model of relational contracting with i.i.d. one-
sided moral hazard by incorporating double moral
hazard (unobservable actions by the principal (buyer)
as well as the agent (supplier)), and by incorporat-
ing Markovian dynamics (the buyer’s and supplier’s
actions stochastically influence output in the current
period and the state of the system in the next period).
Our model is formulated in §2. In §3 we construct a
simple optimal relational contract. In contrast to Levin
(2003), we have a discrete state space and a contin-
uous random variance in the output, which together
guarantee existence of an optimal relational contract.
Our simple optimal relational contract has very dif-
ferent structural properties than in Levin’s basic i.i.d.
repeated game with one-sided moral hazard. It is
not stationary. Actions depend only on the current
state, but payments depend upon the observed state
transition and output. Furthermore, §4 identifies con-
ditions under which an optimal relational contract
may require that the firms terminate their relation-
ship with positive probability following an undesir-
able transition. Termination may be required even
when the firms observe an independent signal for
the action of each firm that allows them to assign
blame. Interestingly, the need for termination and the
dynamic structure of the game are intertwined. If the
buyer’s action in period t influences only the output
in period t, but not the state in subsequent periods,
then the relationship is never terminated in equilib-
rium under the optimal relational contract. Section 5
applies the theory both to illustrate how relational
contracts can be used when production is a collabora-
tive process and to demonstrate the value of process
visibility. Section 6 provides concluding remarks.
Two recent working papers, developed indepen-

dently of ours, also consider double moral hazard and
relational contracting, but in a stationary environment
with common observation of an independent signal

for the effort of each firm. The paper that is closest
in spirit to ours, Doornik (2006), shows that the opti-
mal relational contract requires terminating the coop-
erative relationship when the signal for both firms is
low and, if the relationship continues, a one-step pay-
ment analogous to Levin (2003). Doornik’s formula-
tion is more general in that it allows both firms to
receive a portion of the output produced, whereas
we consider the case where the buyer receives all
the output. Our formulation is more general in that
it allows for dynamics and considers the case where
independent signals of effort are not available. Rayo
(2004) characterizes optimal ownership structure and
optimal (within a limited class) relational contracts in
repeated team production. In particular, he restricts
attention to nonterminating relational contracts. Own-
ership determines the allocation of profit in the event
of a disagreement, i.e., refusal to execute the trans-
fer payments specified in the relational contract. Rayo
shows that when the signals are very noisy, ownership
of 100% of joint output should be assigned to a sin-
gle player (as to the buyer in our paper). Although we
focus on the case where the buyer receives the output,
all theoretical results in §3 and §4, with the exception
of Propositions 4 and 5, hold with a general division
of ownership of output. Structural differences between
the results in Rayo (2004) and Doornik (2006) and this
paper show how supply chain partners should adapt
their relational contracts to a dynamic business envi-
ronment.
The aforementioned papers all assume that firms

have common knowledge of cost structure and how
effort influences the distribution of output and sig-
nals. For analysis of collaborative production under
asymmetric information, we refer the reader to Iyer
et al. (2005) and references therein.

2. Model
Joint production is modeled as a dynamic game. The
state of the system at the beginning of period t, Xt ,
takes values in a finite, discrete state space � . The
state reflects both external factors, such as economic
conditions, and internal factors, such as the capabili-
ties of the firms. At the beginning of each period t, the
buyer (she) and the manufacturer (he) decide whether
or not to transact. If both parties agree to transact,
they sign a formal contract under which the buyer
commits to pay a constant pt in return for the output
Yt from joint production in period t. (Y is mnemonic
for “yield.”) Then the manufacturer undertakes a
noncontractible, productive action amt ∈ Am�Xt	 and
incurs cost cm�amt�Xt	� and the buyer chooses noncon-
tractible action abt ∈Ab�Xt	 and incurs cost cb�abt�Xt	.
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Figure 1 Sequence of Events in Period t

With knowledge of the public history Ht,

including the state Xt, each firm chooses

whether or not to transact: τmt, τbt ∈{0,1}

If the firms transact: τmt = τbt = 1, then

buyer contracts to pay pt for outputYt ,

buyer chooses action abt ∈Ab(Xt), and

manufacturer chooses action amt ∈Am(Xt)

Both firms observe

transition to state Xt+1

and output Yt

Each firm chooses whether or

not to execute payment dt : emt,

ebt ∈{0,1}. Buyer pays manu-

facturer τmt τbt (pt + emtebtdt).

Notes. The formal payment pt may depend on the public history Ht , but is a known constant at the beginning of period t . The discretionary payment dt may
depend on Ht , Xt+1, and Yt . This payment for performance can induce the manufacturer to choose a costly but productive action.

The feasible action set for each firm is a real interval:
for every x ∈�

Am�x	= �=am�x	�
=am�x	�

Ab�x	= �=ab�x	�
=ab�x	��

(1)

The initial state Xt and actions �amt� abt	 determine
the distribution of the output Yt and the probabil-
ity of transition to state Xt+1 = z ∈ � at the end of
period t, according to the transition matrix P�am�ab	
with elements

Pxz�am�ab	= Pr�Xt+1 = z �Xt = x� am� ab��
Given �Xt�Xt+1	= �x� z	, the distribution of Yt is inde-
pendent of the firms’ actions; let Y �x�z	 denote the
expected value of Yt . If either firm refuses to transact
in period t, then both buyer and manufacturer incur
zero cost, Yt = 0, and the distribution of Xt+1 is gov-
erned by transition matrix P�0�0	.
Each firm observes the state of the system Xt at

the beginning of period t, the transition to state Xt+1,
and the output Yt , but cannot observe the other
firm’s action. The action sets, cost functions, transi-
tion matrix, and distribution of output are common
information. The firms cannot write a formal contract
with payment contingent on actions, state transition,
or output. Instead, ongoing interaction allows the
firms to promise discretionary payments contingent
on observed performance in order to create incentives
for costly but productive actions. A relational contract
consists of four parts, for each period t = 1�2� � � � �:
i. A formal (court-enforced) contract. If both firms

agree to transact in period t, the buyer contracts to
pay a constant pt to the manufacturer in return for
the output Yt . The payment pt , a known constant at
the beginning of period t, may depend on the public
history at the beginning of period t.
ii. A discretionary payment. If both firms agree to

transact in period t, the buyer promises to pay dt to
the manufacturer. The payment dt may depend on the
public history at the end of period t, which includes
the transition to state Xt+1 and the output Yt . The pay-
ment dt may be negative, representing a promise for
the manufacturer to pay the buyer.

iii. A strategy for the manufacturer that specifies
whether or not to transact with the buyer �mt ∈ �0�1�
and, in the event that both parties agree to transact in
period t, action amt and whether or not to execute the
discretionary transfer payment emt ∈ �0�1�. �mt and amt
may depend on the public history at the beginning of
period t� emt may depend on the public history at the
end of period t.
iv. A strategy for the buyer that specifies whether

or not to transact with the manufacturer �bt ∈ �0�1�
and, in the event that both parties agree to transact in
period t, action abt and whether or not to execute the
discretionary transfer payment ebt ∈ �0�1�. �bt and abt
may depend on the public history at the beginning of
period t; ebt may depend on the public history at the
end of period t.
Formally, the public history at the beginning of

period t is Ht = �X1� � � � �Xt�Y1� � � � �Yt−1� �m1� � � � �
�mt−1� em1� � � � � emt−1� �b1� � � � � �bt−1� eb1� � � � � ebt−1�. The
sequence of events in each period t is depicted in
Figure 1.
Note that if the firms transact in period t, the buyer

formally contracts to pay pt even if the output Yt turns
out to be low or zero. Formal contracts of this nature
are common in the semiconductor industry, where
the buyer purchases “wafer starts,” but her yield on
these wafers is stochastic. Similarly, biopharmaceu-
tical contract manufacturers sell “batch fermentation
starts” rather than actual output. An example of a dis-
cretionary payment in the biopharmaceutical indus-
try was described to the authors by managers at a
large contract manufacturer: The manufacturer agrees
informally that if the yield of a batch is low due to
some error in its process control, the buyer will not
be required to make the full payment (dt is nega-
tive). However, if the manufacturer attributes the low
yield to problems with the raw material provided by
the buyer, it will not give the discount. Occasion-
ally, disputes occur over who is responsible for a low
yield, and such disputes can lead to a breakdown in
cooperation.
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The manufacturer’s discounted profit starting from
the beginning of period T is given by

�mT =
�∑
t=T
�t−T �bt�mt�pt + dtebtemt − cm�amt�Xt	�� (2)

The buyer’s discounted profit starting from period T
is given by

�bT =
�∑
t=T
�t−T �bt�mt�Yt−pt−dtebtemt−cb�abt�Xt	�� (3)

The objective for each firm is to maximize its dis-
counted expected profit.
We say that a relational contract is self-enforcing if,

given the prices and discretionary transfer payments
in (i) and (ii), the firms’ strategies constitute a per-
fect public equilibrium (PPE) with ebt = emt = 1 for
all t = 1�2� � � � � That is, the firms are willing to
execute the discretionary transfer payment in every
period that they transact. As defined in Fudenberg
et al. (1994), a profile of strategies ���mt� amt� emt	�
��bt� abt� ebt	�t∈1�2������ is public if for every period t; �mt ,
amt , �bt , abt depend only on the public history Ht at
the beginning of period t, and emt , ebt depend only
on Ht , Xt+1, Yt . A PPE is a profile of public strategies
that, at each decision point in time and possible his-
tory at that time, constitute a Nash equilibrium from
that time onward.
In particular, a self-enforcing relational contract

must satisfy, for every period t, public history Ht ∈
� t ×�t

+ × �0�1�4�t−1	, initial state Xt ∈� , transition to
state Xt+1 ∈� , and output Yt ∈�+

E��mt �Ht�≥ 0 (4)

E��bt �Ht�≥ 0 (5)

amt ∈ argmax
a∈Am�Xt	

{
−cm�a�Xt	+

∑
z∈�
PXtz�a� abt	

·E�dt + ��m�t+1	 �Ht�Xt+1 = z�
}
(6)

abt ∈ argmax
a∈Ab�Xt	

{
−cb�a�Xt	+

∑
z∈�
PXtz�amt� a	

·(Y �Xt�z	+E�dt+��b�t+1	 �Ht�Xt+1=z�
)}

(7)

dt�H
t�Xt+1�Yt	+ �E��m�t+1	 �Ht�Xt+1�Yt�≥ 0 (8)

�E��b�t+1	 �Ht�Xt+1�Yt�− dt�Ht�Xt+1�Yt	≥ 0� (9)

Because each firm can refuse to transact in period t,
each firm is guaranteed positive discounted expected
profit ((4) and (5)). The incentives for action in
period t depend on the discretionary transfer pay-
ment dt�Ht�Xt+1�Yt	, but not the formal price pt .
Equation (6) specifies that the manufacturer’s action

maximizes his infinite-horizon discounted expected
profit, assuming that the buyer chooses effort abt
in the current period and that both parties adhere
to the relational contract in all subsequent periods.
Equation (7) plays the analogous role for the buyer.
Equations (8) and (9) ensure that both parties prefer
to execute the discretionary transfer payment rather
than terminate the relationship. Because termination
is the most severe credible punishment that can be
imposed on a party that fails to execute the dis-
cretionary payment, (8) and (9) are necessary condi-
tions for the relational contract to be self-enforcing.
Intuitively, if a relational contract is self-enforcing,
then neither firm wishes to deviate unilaterally. As
observed by Abreu (1988), conditions (4)–(9) are suffi-
cient for a relational contract with “trigger strategies”
to be self-enforcing. A trigger strategy is to adhere to
the relational contract in every period until the other
firm first refuses to execute the discretionary trans-
fer payment, and then to refuse to transact in sub-
sequent periods. In summary, a relational contract is
self-enforcing if and only if it satisfies (4)–(9).
As observed in Theorem 1 of Levin (2003), if there

exists any self-enforcing relational contract that gen-
erates total expected discounted profit v ≥ 0, then an
initial transfer payment can be used to divide this
total expected profit in any way that respects the
firms’ participation constraints. Specifically, for any
� ∈ �0�1�, the firms can allocate expected discounted
profit of �v to the manufacturer and �1− �	v to the
buyer. Therefore, it is natural to focus on maximiz-
ing total expected discounted profit. We say that a
relational contract is optimal if it is self-enforcing and
no other self-enforcing relational contract generates
strictly greater total expected discounted profit.
In practice, firms often write a detailed long-term

contract, containing terms that cannot be enforced
by a court. The reader should imagine the buyer
and manufacturer writing down the payment terms
(i)–(ii) for t = 1�2� � � � �� for the optimal relational
contract, with the understanding that these terms will
induce the actions (iii)–(iv) in the optimal relational
contract. Although the reader may be skeptical that
firms would write down such a potentially complex
agreement, in the next section we show that the full
scope of complexity is unnecessary: An optimal rela-
tional contract has significantly simplifying structural
properties.
For ease of exposition, we define the payment terms

(i)–(ii) separately from the firms’ strategies (iii)–(iv).
That is, we deliberately restrict the strategy space so
that each firm simply chooses whether or not to exe-
cute the payment terms specified in the relational
contract. Alternatively, one might extend the strat-
egy space to include alternating offers of payment
at the beginning and end of each period, building
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on Rubinstein’s (1982) alternating-offers model of bar-
gaining over the partition of $1. However, a PPE
in the extended state space cannot achieve greater
expected discounted profit than the optimal relational
contract with the simple structure (i)–(iv). For pur-
poses of maximizing expected discounted profit, our
assumption of a simple strategy space is without loss
of generality.
Furthermore, in deriving an optimal relational con-

tract, we will without loss of generality, as noted
by Abreu (1988), restrict attention to trigger strate-
gies. In a laboratory experiment using a repeated
trust game, Schweitzer et al. (2005) observed that
when a subject is deceived by its partner (the partner
promises to make a payment in return for cooperative
action, and breaks that promise), in subsequent peri-
ods the subject tends to distrust his partner and to
behave noncooperatively. Even when the deceived
subject receives a promise, an apology, and a series
of cooperative actions from his partner, noncooper-
ative behavior persists. The behavioral observation
that deception causes significant and enduring harm
to trust provides support for focusing on trigger
strategies (refusal to transact after a partner breaks a
promise to pay for performance).
Observe that our model formulation allows for each

firm to have a state-dependent outside alternative to
joint production in each period. The manufacturer’s
cost function cm�am�x	 represents actual production
costs and any forgone profit from working with an
alternative partner. (Increasing the value of the man-
ufacturer’s outside alternative in state x increases
cm�am�x	 by a constant for all am ∈ Am�x	.) Similarly,
the buyer’s cost function cb�ab� x	 represents actual
production costs and any forgone profit from working
with an alternative partner. Then, the “profit” func-
tions in (2)–(3) represent discounted profit in excess
of the outside alternative. However, to be consistent
with our assumption that each firm seeks to maxi-
mize this profit, the outside alternative should evolve
exogenously rather than be influenced by the firms’
actions.
For simplicity, we have focused on the case where

the buyer works with a single manufacturer. How-
ever, in practice, the buyer might work with a team
of manufacturers. For example, in developing a new
model, an automobile manufacturer must coordinate
and integrate the design efforts of various component
suppliers. All of our theoretical results hold in a set-
ting with N manufacturers in which the transition
probabilities and output depend on the actions of the
manufacturers as well as the buyer (see Plambeck and
Taylor 2006).
Finally, for brevity of mathematical expression in

§3, we have formulated a rich state space � in which

the state Xt+1 at the end of period t includes infor-
mation about the output Yt . Conditional on the event
that the firms transact in period t and �Xt�Xt+1	 =
�x� z	, the output Yt is a continuous random variable
with distribution function Fxz and is independent of
the firms’ actions in period t and all previous states,
output, and actions. The distribution function Fxz�y	 is
continuous and has support � yxz� ȳxz� where yxz < ȳxz.
Recall that Y �x�z	 is the expected value of Yt condi-
tional on �Xt�Xt+1	= �x� z	, so

Y �x�z	= E�Yt � �Xt�Xt+1	= �x� z	�=
∫ ȳxz

y
xz

y dFxz�y	�

Although the state space � is discrete, the output Yt
exhibits continuous random noise. This random noise,
commonly observed by both firms, will serve to coor-
dinate the firms’ strategies in the optimal relational
contract we construct in §3.

3. Derivation of an Optimal
Relational Contract

Our main result is that there exists an optimal rela-
tional contract with an attractively simple structure,
characterized by an unusual sort of dynamic program,
in which the cost of action depends on the ongo-
ing value function. Before presenting the main result
(Theorem 1), we need to develop some machinery and
intuition.
The total expected discounted profit with perfect

coordination is given by the dynamic programming
recursion

�V �x	=max
[
�
∑
z∈�
Pxz�0�0	�V �z	�

max
am∈Am�Xt	� ab∈Ab�Xt	

{
−cm�am�x	− cb�ab� x	

+∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�ab	�Y �x�z	+��V �z	�

}]
� (10)

Let �� ⊂ � denote the states in which it is opti-
mal to transact, and ām�x	, āb�x	 denote the opti-
mal actions in state x ∈ �� , obtained by solving (10).
We will subsequently call these the first-best trans-
action states and actions. Clearly, the resulting first-
best expected discounted profit �V is an upper bound
on the total expected discounted profit that the firms
can achieve under any relational contract. If actions
were contractible, the buyer and manufacturer could
achieve �V . However, the ability to write a formal long-
term contract with state- and output-contingent pay-
ments pt�Y1� � � � �Yt�X1� � � � �Xt�Xt+1	 would not neces-
sarily enable the buyer and manufacturer to achieve
�V . A free-rider problem arises when the incentive pay-
ments to the buyer and manufacturer add up to zero
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in every period (Holmstrom 1982). To create second-
best incentives for action in the current period, an
undesirable outcomemust be followed by punishment
through inefficient actions that destroy profit in sub-
sequent periods. We will derive an optimal relational
contract in which punishment occurs simply through
termination of the relationship, i.e., a refusal by both
firms to transact in all subsequent periods.
Now let us develop a dynamic programming recur-

sion for the total expected discounted profit under
an optimal relational contract. For each x ∈ � and
v% � →R+, define the operator

T �v	�x	

=max
[
�
∑
z∈�
Pxz�0�0	v�z	�

max
am∈Am�Xt	�ab∈Ab�Xt	

{
−C�am�ab�v�x	

+∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�ab	�Y �x� z	+ �v�z	�

}]
� (11)

where the cost function is given by

C�am�ab�v�x	 = cm�am�x	+cb�ab�x	
+min
Vm�Vb

∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�ab	Q�x�z	�v�z	 (12)

subject to:

Vm�x�z	≥ 0� Vb�x� z	≥ 0�
Vm�x�z	+Vb�x� z	≤ v�z	 for z ∈�

am ∈ argmax
a∈Am�x	

{
−cm�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�a� ab	�Vm�x�z	

}

ab ∈ argmax
a∈Ab�x	

{
−cb�a�x	

+∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�a	�Y �x� z	+ �Vb�x� z	�

}

Q�x�z	= �v�z	−Vm�x�z	−Vb�x� z	�/v�z	�
The operator Tv gives the maximum total discounted
expected profit under a self-enforcing relational con-
tract, assuming that if the firms do not terminate in
Period 1, the total discounted expected profit at the
beginning of Period 2 is given by v. The cost func-
tion C�am�ab�v�x	 has two components: the direct
cost of action (cm and cb) and the expected cost asso-
ciated with possible termination. In the minimization
embedded in (12), Vm�x�z	 is the portion of the total
discounted expected profit from Period 2 allocated
to the manufacturer, conditional on �X1�X2	 = �x� z	;
Vb�x� z	 is the analogous quantity for the retailer.
These quantities reflect both the discretionary pay-
ment in Period 1 and the ongoing value of the rela-
tionship from Period 2. The constraints Vm�x�z	≥ 0

and Vb�x� z	 ≥ 0 ensure that it is in the interest of
each firm to execute the discretionary payment. The
termination function Q�x�z	 specifies the probabil-
ity with which the firms terminate their relation-
ship following state transition �X1�X2	 = �x� z	 (Q is
mnemonic for “Quit”). Allowing for termination with
positive probability weakly decreases the total cost of
any given action �am�ab	 by allowing the inequality
Vm�x�z	+ Vb�x� z	≤ v�z	 to hold strictly. Thus, delib-
erately destroying profit (by termination) following
some state transitions may increase total expected dis-
counted profit.
The operator Tv is distinctive in that the cost of an

action depends upon the ongoing value function v as
well as the state x. The set of actions �am�ab	 that are
feasible depends on the ongoing value function v. For
example, if v = 0, then the minimization embedded
in (12) must have Vm = Vb = 0; consequently, the only
feasible action pairs for the manufacturer and buyer
in state x are{
�am�ab	% am ∈ argmax

a∈Am�x	
�−cm�a�x	��

ab ∈ argmax
a∈Ab�x	

{
−cb�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�a	Y �x� z	

}}
� (13)

These are Nash equilibria of the single-period game in
which the firms transact without the value of an ongo-
ing relationship (the potential for repeat business) to
induce cooperative behavior. For any actions �am�ab	
not satisfying (13), C�am�ab�0�x	=�. As v increases,
the set of feasible action pairs expands because the
constraints in the minimization problem in (12) are
relaxed.
The operator T has useful structural properties. Be-

cause the objective −C�am�ab�v�x	+
∑
z∈� Pxz�am�ab	 ·

�Y �x� z	+ �v�z	� increases with v, the operator Tv is
isotone. Then existence of a largest fixed point follows
from Tarski’s fixed-point theorem (Tarski 1955).

Proposition 1. The operator T has a largest fixed
point V ∗� That is,

V ∗ = T V ∗

and for any other fixed point V = T V , V ∗�x	 ≥ V �x	 for
all x ∈� . Furthermore, V ∗�x	 ∈ �0� �V �x	� for all x ∈� .

All proofs, with the exception of that of Theorem 1,
are in the online supplement to this paper on the
Management Science website at http://mansci.pubs.
informs.org/ecompanion.html.
To describe the simple optimal relational contract,

we now introduce some notation. For each x ∈ � ,
�a∗m�x	� a

∗
b�x		 denotes the actions obtained by solving
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(11) with v= V ∗, �V ∗
m�x�z	�V

∗
b �x� z		 denotes the min-

imizers of C�a∗m�x	� a
∗
b�x	� x�V

∗	; and

�∗m�x	= �∗b �x	=



1 if V ∗�x	 > �

∑
z∈�
Pxz�0�0	V

∗�z	

0 if V ∗�x	= �∑
z∈�
Pxz�0�0	V

∗�z	

indicates whether or not transacting in state x is prof-
itable. Finally, we define the termination probability

Q∗�x� z	= �V ∗�z	−V ∗
m�x�z	−V ∗

b �x� z	�/V
∗�z	

and termination period

+ = inf{t% Yt < F −1
Xt�Xt+1�Q

∗�Xt�Xt+1		
}
�

Theorem 1. The total expected discounted profit under
an optimal relational contract is V ∗�X1	, and a simple
optimal relational contract is characterized as follows. The
firms’ strategies for whether or not to transact are

�mt =
{
�∗m�Xt	 if t ≤+ and ebs = ems = 1 for all s < t

0 if t > + or emsebs = 0 for some s < t

�bt =
{
�∗b �Xt	 if t ≤+ and ebs = ems = 1 for s < t

0 if t > + or emsebs = 0 for some s < t�

That is, the firms terminate the relationship at the end of
period + . In each period that the firms transact, the formal
price depends only on the current state, and the discre-
tionary transfer payment depends only upon the observed
transition and output

pt = �V ∗�Xt	+ cm�a∗m�Xt	�Xt	
−∑
z∈�
PXtz�a

∗
m�Xt	� a

∗
b�Xt		�V

∗
m�z	

dt =



�1−Q∗�Xt�Xt+1	�−1�V ∗

m�Xt�Xt+1	−��V ∗�Xt+1	

if Yt ≥ F −1
Xt�Xt+1�Q

∗�Xt�Xt+1		

0 if Yt < F
−1
Xt�Xt+1�Q

∗�Xt�Xt+1		�

where � ∈ �0�1� is the fraction of expected total discounted
profit allocated to the manufacturer; the action strategies
depend only on the current state

amt = a∗m�Xt	� abt = a∗b�Xt	 for t = 1�2� � � �
and each firm is willing to execute the discretionary trans-
fer payment

ebt = emt = 1 for t = 1�2� � � �
The proof of Theorem 1 is in the appendix.
Having derived an optimal relational contract, we

now provide a road map for the remainder of the
section. First, we will describe the optimal relational

contract and discuss its implementation. Second, we
will discuss how the inability to break off coopera-
tion changes the formulation and results. Third, we
will discuss how the optimal relational contract can
be computed.
The optimal relational contract in Theorem 1 in-

volves (probabilistic) termination following periods
with undesirable performance as reflected in an
undesirable state transition and low output. (This is
formalized in the next section’s Proposition 3.) This
termination could be interpreted as resulting from
a dispute over who is responsible for poor perfor-
mance. However, termination occurs despite the fact
that in every period in which trade occurs the buyer
and supplier take the agreed-upon action. Thus, the
firms are not penalizing one another for presumed
shirking. Rather, the purpose of termination is to pro-
vide stronger incentives for action by jointly pun-
ishing the firms for unfavorable stochastic outcomes.
These stronger incentives lead to greater expected
profit in the periods in which the firms transact; how-
ever, profit is, of course, reduced in periods following
termination. The optimal relational contract balances
the near-term gain from stronger incentives for action
against the eventual loss resulting from termination.
That output Yt is a continuous random variable elim-

inates the need for complex history dependence in
the optimal relational contract. In the special case
that the termination probability Q∗�x� z	 ∈ �0�1� for
all �x� z	 ∈ �2, the observed output Yt is irrelevant.
However, for Q∗�x� z	 ∈ �0�1	, the observed output Yt
serves to coordinate the firms’ strategies for trans-
action, to destroy exactly the right amount of value
Q∗�x� z	�V ∗�z	. Given that the strategy of one firm
is to refuse to transact in all subsequent periods, an
optimal strategy for the other firm is to refuse to
transact in all subsequent periods. If the support of
the output Yt were discrete, the firms might need to
transact for several more periods with suboptimal,
history-dependent actions, in order to destroy exactly
the right amount of value Q∗�x� z	�V ∗�z	. For a class
of systems (including the symmetric version of the
joint production system in §5), the continuous out-
put Yt is not needed: If for every �x� z	 such that
Q∗�x� z	 ∈ �0�1	 there exists a solution to (12) with
either V ∗

m�x�z	= 0 or V ∗
b �x� z	= 0, then following such

a state transition, one firm is indifferent between exe-
cuting the discretionary payment and terminating the
relationship. When this indifferent firm plays a mixed
strategy in which with probability Q∗�x� z	 it refuses
to execute the discretionary payment and thus termi-
nates the relationship, the firms do not need to coor-
dinate their termination decision. Finally, in §4, we
assume that the first order conditions for the optimal
actions are sufficient, and prove in Proposition 3 that
Q∗�x� z	 ∈ �0�1� for all �x� z	 ∈�2, except for (at most)
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one unique z ∈ � . We conclude that probabilistic ter-
mination (Q∗�x� z	 ∈ �0�1	) coordinated by the contin-
uous random variable Yt plays an important role in
the proof of Theorem 1, but in many cases the firms
can do very well without this.
In practice, one might expect that following poor

outcomes, firms would break off cooperation for a
limited period of time, rather than forever. One might
argue that the firms cannot credibly refuse to trans-
act; in the event of termination, they would renego-
tiate the relational contract to generate some ongoing
profit. The economics literature on repeated games
with imperfect monitoring is subject to the same criti-
cism that in a punishment phase, the players have an
incentive to renegotiate to a more favorable continua-
tion equilibrium; see, for example, Abreu et al. (1986,
1991). Laboratory experiments in a repeated trust
game conducted by Schweitzer et al. (2005) suggest
that the degree to which cooperation can be restored
following a breakdown in the relationship depends
on whether the breakdown is accompanied by delib-
erate, visible deception. Their observations suggest
the firms would break off cooperation following the
failure to make a discretionary payment because this
involves deliberate, visible deception. However, when
a firm observes a low yield, there could be ambiguity
as to whether he was deceived by a shirking partner
or whether the outcome was due to chance, so it is
less clear that the firms would break off cooperation.
To the extent that the threat of terminating the rela-
tionship because of a low yield is not credible, it is
desirable to identify conditions under which the opti-
mal relational contract does not require such termi-
nation; §4 explores this issue and shows that process
visibility can eliminate the need for termination.
If the optimal relational contract characterized by

Theorem 1 requires termination with positive prob-
ability, the firms should anticipate the potential
for renegotiation of the relational contract. Several
papers explore the renegotiation of formal contracts
in dynamic games; see Laffont and Tirole (1990),
Rey and Salanie (1996), and references therein. They
observe that allowing renegotiation is equivalent to
restricting attention to long-term contracts that are
immune to renegotiation (i.e., in every period, the play-
ers cannot achieve greater profit by substituting an
alternative continuation contract). Suppose that we
impose the analogous constraint that the relational
contract be immune to renegotiation on the equilib-
rium path. This simply involves modifying the oper-
ator T so that

Vm�x�z	+Vb�x� z	≤ v�z	 for z ∈�

in (12) is replaced by

Vm�x�z	+Vb�x� z	= v�z	 for z ∈� �

Allowing renegotiation means that Q∗ = 0. By exten-
sion of the proof of Theorem 2 in Levin (2003), if an
optimal relational contract exists, then expected dis-
counted profit under this optimal relational contract
is the largest fixed point of the modified operator T
in �0� �V �; Theorem 1 holds with the modified oper-
ator T and Q∗ = 0. Allowing renegotiation reduces
expected discounted profit at time zero (strictly re-
duces expected discounted profit if and only if the
optimal relational contract of Theorem 1 requires ter-
mination with strictly positive probability). There-
fore, insofar as process visibility eliminates the need
for termination in the optimal relational contract of
Theorem 1, the potential for renegotiation increases
the value of process visibility. In the applications
in §5 and the online supplement, for a wide range
of parameters, the optimal contract has Q∗ = 0, i.e.,
allowing renegotiation does not reduce expected dis-
counted profit.
Other researchers have considered punishment

schemes where the magnitude of the punishment is
limited, for example, by a finite limit on the duration
of punishment (e.g., Atkins et al. 2005). The case in
which the firms are willing to destroy at most a frac-
tion -�z	 of the value that can be created in state z is
captured in our framework by adding the constraint

Vm�x�z	+Vb�x� z	≥ �1− -�z	�v�z	 for z ∈�

to the minimization problem embedded in (12). If the
firms can refuse to transact for at most l periods and
then must resume cooperation, we instead have the
constraint

Vm�x�z	+Vb�x� z	
≥ �l ∑

x1∈�
Pzx1�0� 0	

∑
x2∈�

Px1x2�0�0	 · · ·
∑
xl∈�

Pxl−1xl �0�0	v�xl	

for z ∈��

which significantly complicates the recursion.
As a practical matter, for any given problem

parameters, specifying the optimal relational contract
requires calculating the largest fixed point of T , V ∗,
which from Theorem 1 is also the optimal value func-
tion. Proposition 2 provides a theoretical basis for and
guidance as to how to employ value iteration to com-
pute the optimal value function. Define T 0V ≡ V and
for n ≥ 1, T nV ≡ T �T n−1V 	. Value iteration involves
computing T nV for successively larger values of n,
starting with a given value function V .

Proposition 2. Value iteration converges to the opti-
mal value function V ∗ when one begins with the first-best
value function �V :

V ∗ = lim
n→�T

n �V �
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Furthermore, the value function after a finite number of
iterations provides an upper bound: T n �V ≥ V ∗� Value iter-
ation converges geometrically to the optimal value function
at the rate of the discount factor:

sup
x∈�
�T n �V �x	−V ∗�x	�≤ �n sup

x∈�
��V �x	−V ∗�x	�� (14)

Observe that the convergence result is dependent
on the initial value function. In standard dynamic
programming analyses, where the cost function does
not depend on the value function, convergence is
often obtained regardless of the initial value func-
tion. The usual approach is to show that the opti-
mal value operator is a contraction and then to
appeal to the Banach Fixed-Point Theorem to estab-
lish convergence. In our case, because the cost func-
tion C�ab� am�v�x	 depends on the value function, the
optimal value operator T need not be a contraction.
However, beginning value iteration with the first-
best value function �V ensures that the resulting value
function in each iteration is decreasing. Using this
property in conjunction with the definition of T estab-
lishes the convergence result.
An immediate implication of (14) is that value

iteration yields a value function that is within 0 of
optimal (i.e., supx∈� �T

n �V �x	 − V ∗�x	� ≤ 0	 after n =
�log�0/ supx∈� �V �x		/ log��	� iterations. Thus, if the
discount factor is small, with relatively few iterations,
value iteration will yield a value function that is near
optimal. This bound on the number of iterations is
large when � is close to unity. However, when � is
large, the second term on the right-hand side of (14)
will tend to be small (because V ∗ is increasing in �),
which favors more rapid convergence.

4. Structural Properties of an Optimal
Relational Contract

We begin with a brief overview of the results in this
section. First, the optimal relational contract has a
simple threshold rule for termination. That is, with
the state space ordered according to expected dis-
counted profit under the optimal relational contract,
termination occurs upon transition to a low state,
below a specified threshold. Termination is needed
because of the free-rider problem that occurs in team
production; with a single agent taking action, an opti-
mal relational contract never requires termination on
the equilibrium path (Levin 2003).
Second, we give the firms information technology

that provides a signal for the manufacturer’s action
that is independent of the buyer’s action. We iden-
tify conditions under which this signal enables the
firms to avoid termination and achieve the first-best
total expected discounted profit with a self-enforcing
relational contract. If the signal is contractible, then

the firms achieve the first best even in a single-period
interaction. We focus on the case that the signal is
not contractible. If the ongoing relationship is very
valuable, the buyer can credibly commit to pay the
manufacturer for a high signal, and thus the first best
is achieved as though the signal were contractible;
termination is not required. If the buyer’s action in
the current period influences the yield in the current
period but not the ongoing value of the relationship,
then termination is never required under an opti-
mal relational contract. This surprising result relies on
the buyer capturing the output in the current period.
Doornik (2006) presents a simple repeated game with
an independent signal for each firm’s action; the firms
share the output so the optimal relational contract
requires termination. We give examples in which the
buyer’s current action influences the future value of
the relationship, and the optimal relational contract
requires termination.
Third, we show how the Markovian dynamics in-

fluence the structure of the payment terms in an opti-
mal relational contract. A prominent conclusion in
the relational contracts literature is that the optimal
discretionary payment has a simple “one-step” struc-
ture, i.e., the buyer pays a fixed bonus if the signal
is above a specified threshold. This result is proven
for i.i.d. repeated games with one-sided moral haz-
ard (Theorem 6 by Levin 2003) and proven for i.i.d.
repeated games with double moral hazard and inde-
pendent signals (Propositions 3 and 4 by Doornik
2006). For dynamic games with double moral hazard,
we identify conditions under which a one-step dis-
cretionary payment remains optimal and conditions
under which a richer payment structure is required.
To state and prove these results, we impose addi-

tional assumptions about the action sets and how
actions influence the transition probabilities. Specifi-
cally, Rogerson (1985) proposed sufficient conditions
to justify the “first-order approach” (relaxing the con-
straint that the agent chooses an action that maxi-
mizes his utility to a first order necessary condition)
in a static principal-agent problem. We extend these
conditions to a system with Markovian dynamics.
First, for every x ∈� the cost functions cm�am�x	 and
cb�ab� x	 are increasing and continuously differentiable
in the actions am and ab, respectively. For fixed state
x ∈� , we can order the states � = �z1� z2� � � � � zN � such
that

Y �x�z1	+ �V ∗�z1	≤ Y �x�z2	+ �V ∗�z2	

≤ · · · ≤ Y �x�zN 	+ �V ∗�zN 	�

Under the optimal relational contract, starting from
state x, a transition to state zi+1 yields greater ex-
pected total discounted profit than a transition to
state zi, for each i = 1�2� � � � �N − 1. The second
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assumption is that for any ab ∈ Ab�x	, �am�a1m�a2m� ∈
Am�x	 and 2 ∈ �0�1� such that cm�am�x	= 2cm�a1m�x	+
�1−2	cm�a2m�x	, and for each n ∈ �1�2� � � � �N �,

N∑
i=n
Pxzi �am�ab	

≥ 2
N∑
i=n
Pxzi �a

1
m�ab	+ �1−2	

N∑
i=n
Pxzi �a

2
m�ab	� (15)

for any am ∈ Am�x	, �ab� a1b� a2b� ∈ Ab�x	 and 2 ∈ �0�1�
such that cb�ab� x	 = 2cb�a

1
b� x	 + �1 − 2	cb�a2b� x	, and

for each n ∈ �1�2� � � � �N �,
N∑
i=n
Pxzi �am�ab	

≥ 2
N∑
i=n
Pxzi �am�a

1
b	+ �1−2	

N∑
i=n
Pxzi �am�a

2
b	� (16)

Intuitively, this second assumption implies a decreas-
ing marginal expected discounted profit for each
additional dollar’s worth of action. The third assump-
tion is that Pxz�am�ab	 is strictly positive and continu-
ously differentiable in �am�ab	, and for any am ∈Am�x	,
ab ∈Ab�x	

�3/3am	Pxzi �am�ab	

Pxzi �am�ab	
and

�3/3ab	Pxzi �am�ab	

Pxzi �am�ab	

increase with i� (17)

Rogerson (1985) points out that this assumption is
equivalent to the following statistical property. If one
is given a prior over a firm’s action choice, observes
the transition �x� z	, and then calculates a poste-
rior cumulative distribution G�a � �x� z		 for the action
choice, then for every a and i= 1�2� � � � �N − 1,

G�a � �x� zi+1		≤G�a � �x� zi		� (18)

That is, observing a more desirable transition allows
one to infer that the firm took greater action, in
the sense of stochastic dominance. Together, these
three assumptions guarantee that if a firm’s ongoing
expected discounted profit (including current-period
output for the buyer) contingent on the transition
�x� zi	 increases with i, then that firm’s objective is a
concave function of its action. This allows us to substi-
tute the first order condition for each firm’s incentive
compatibility constraint in (6)–(7) and (12).
Proposition 3 establishes that there exists an opti-

mal relational contract that requires probabilistic ter-
mination (coordinated by the observed yield Yt	 in
at most one threshold state zn. The firms continue to
cooperate if Xt+1 > zn, termination occurs with proba-
bility 1 if Xt+1 < zn, and termination occurs with prob-
ability Q∗ ∈ �0�1� in the threshold state Xt+1 = zn.

Proposition 3. There exists an optimal relational con-
tract with the following termination threshold property.
For each x ∈ � with V ∗�x	 > �

∑
z∈� Pxz�0�0	V ∗�z	, i.e.,

for each state x in which the firms transact, there exists a
threshold state zn such that

Q∗�x� zi	=
{
1 for zi < zn

0 for zi > zn�
(19)

In the optimal relational contract in Proposition 3,
if termination occurs at all, it occurs in the event of
a transition to an undesirable state that, intuitively,
allows Bayesian inference that the firms took little
action (in the sense of stochastic dominance in (18)).
However, although the behavior is consistent with
the idea that information is being extracted from the
observed state, the firms are not, in fact, making sta-
tistical inferences. In each period, both firms take the
actions specified in the relational contract. The pur-
pose of this form of termination function is to provide
incentives for those actions. Finally, it is straightfor-
ward to extend the proof of Proposition 3 to show that
any optimal relational contract must have the thresh-
old property (19) if the following two conditions are
satisfied: (17) holds in the strict sense, and the optimal
actions �a∗m�x	� a

∗
b�x	�x∈� are unique.

Independent Signals: The Value of
Assigning Blame
Now we assume that in each period t that the firms
transact, they observe a signal smt that conveys infor-
mation about the manufacturer’s action amt and is
invariant with respect to the buyer’s action. The sig-
nal takes values in an ordered set smt ∈ �s1� s2� � � � � sN �,
where si ≥ si−1 for i = 1�2� � � � �N . With a slight
adaptation, let Px�z� si	�am�ab	 denote the probability
of observing signal si and a transition to state z,
given actions (am�ab	 and initial state x. Assume that
(15)–(17) continue to hold with the substitution of
Px�z� si	�am�ab	 for Pxz�am�ab	. This generalization of
(17) implies existence of a signal threshold ŝm�am�x	
such that

3

3am
Px�z� si	�am�ab	≥ 0 if and only if si ≥ ŝm�am�x	�

Firms engaged in team production cannot, in
general, use a court-enforced contract that divides
the output to create incentives for the first-best
actions (Holmstrom 1982). A free-rider problem arises
because incentive payments must sum to zero; some
form of punishment is needed to break this “budget
balance constraint” (take profit from both firms fol-
lowing a negative outcome) in order to induce the
first-best actions. However, for our setting, Propo-
sition 4A establishes that if the firms can write a
court-enforced contract contingent on the signal of
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the manufacturer’s action, then a simple one-step con-
tract achieves the first best. The dynamics of the
system become irrelevant. The buyer has optimal
incentives because she receives the output; and the
payment to the supplier, contingent on the signal,
is not influenced by her actions. (In general, with
multiple risk-neutral firms and shared output, a con-
tractible, independent signal for every firm’s action
would be necessary and sufficient to achieve the first
best.)
Unfortunately, in many cases, signals are not con-

tractible. In our biopharmaceutical example, detailed
process control data observed by the firms is both
complex and subject to manipulation, making con-
tracting on this information difficult. Therefore,
Proposition 4B and the remainder of this section turn
to the case where the signal is not contractible. When
the signal is not contractible, the dynamic structure
of the game drives the results. Specifically, Propo-
sition 4B establishes that if the ongoing value of
the relationship is sufficiently high, then the noncon-
tractible signal for the manufacturer’s action enables
the firms to achieve the first best. Section 3 estab-
lished that without the signal, termination plays the
role of breaking the budget balance constraint. Quali-
tatively, observing an independent signal of the man-
ufacturer’s action allows the firms to assign blame for
a negative outcome in an unbiased manner. There-
fore, it seems natural that the independent signal for
the manufacturer’s action, although noncontractible,
will allow the firms to avoid terminating the relation-
ship. Proposition 4B dashes that hopeful conjecture.
If the buyer’s action in the current period influences
the ongoing value of the relationship in subsequent
periods, then optimal relational contracts continue to
require termination. In fact, termination can occur in
the optimal relational contract even with independent
signals for both the buyer and the manufacturer; for
an example, see the online supplement.
Recall that �ām�x	� āb�x	% x ∈ ��� denote the first-best

actions, obtained by solving (10).

Proposition 4A. Suppose that the signal smt is con-
tractible. The first-best actions are induced by a one-step
formal contract: for Xt = x ∈ ��

pt =


p+B if smt ≥ ŝm�ām�x	� x	
p if smt < ŝm�ām�x	� x	�

(20)

with bonus for a high signal of

B= �3/3am	cm�ām�x	� x	∑
s≥ŝm�ām�x	� x	�3/3am	Px�z� s	�ām�x	� āb�x		

and base pay given by

p= cm�ām�x	� x	−B
∑

s≥ŝm�ām�x	� x	
Px�z� s	�ām�x	� āb�x		�

Proposition 4B. Suppose that the signal smt is not
contractible. If

∑
s≥ŝm�ām�x	� x	

∑
z∈�

3

3am
Px�z� s	�ām�x	� āb�x		min

z∈�
�V �z	

≥ 3

3am
cm�ām�x	� x	 for all x ∈ ��� (21)

then the one-step contract (20), where the bonus is discre-
tionary (dt = B if smt ≥ ŝm�ām�x	� x	 and dt = 0 otherwise)
and first best actions are self-enforcing. If (21) is not sat-
isfied and the buyer’s action abt influences the action set,
cost structure, or transition probability matrix for period
t + 1, then the optimal relational contract may require
termination.

Proposition 4B establishes the sufficient condition
(21) for an optimal relational contract to have a one-
step payment structure when the signal is not con-
tractible. To understand why (21) is sufficient, observe
that with the contract (20), the buyer captures the
first-best expected discounted profit �V . Therefore, (21)
guarantees that the buyer prefers to pay the discre-
tionary bonus dt = B when smt ≥ ŝm rather than ter-
minate the relationship and lose �V . The relational
contract with the first-best actions and one-step pay-
ment of type (20), where the bonus B is discretionary,
is self-enforcing, and therefore optimal.
Proposition 5 establishes the converse to the latter

part of Proposition 4B: If the buyer’s action in period t
does not influence the effective state of the system in
period t+ 1, then there exists a nonterminating opti-
mal contract �Q∗ = 0	. Proposition 5 also identifies the
conditions under which the first best is achieved with
the optimal relational contract. For ease in presenting
previous results, we adopted a state space formula-
tion in which the distribution of output Yt is deter-
mined by the transition �Xt�Xt+1	. Hence, the state
Xt+1 contains information about the output in the pre-
vious period Yt . To state Proposition 5, we must asso-
ciate states that are equivalent except for information
about the output in the previous period. For each
x ∈� , define

D�x	 = �x′ ∈� % Am�x	=Am�x′	� Ab�x	=Ab�x′	�
cm�·�x	= cm�·�x′	� cb�·�x	= cb�·�x′	�
Px·�·� ·	= Px′ ·�·� ·	��

Intuitively, D�x	 is the set of all states x′ ∈� with the
same action set, cost structure, and transition prob-
ability matrix as state x. Proposition 5 applies to
the biopharmaceutical production example given in
the introduction because the quality of raw materials
input by the buyer to the current batch influences the
yield for the current batch but does not influence
the yield of subsequent batches.
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Proposition 5. Suppose that the buyer’s action abt
influences only the output Yt ; that is, D�Xt+1	 is invariant
with respect to the buyer’s action abt . Then there exists a
nonterminating optimal relational contract �Q∗ = 0	 with
discretionary transfer payment

dt =


2�Xt	V

∗�Xt+1	 if smt ≥ ŝm�a∗m�Xt	�Xt	
0 if smt < ŝm�a∗m�Xt	�Xt	�

(22)

where 2�x	 ∈ �0�1�, and formal payment

pt = cm�a
∗
m�Xt	�Xt	

− ∑
s≥ŝm�a∗m�Xt	�Xt	

∑
z∈�
PXt�z� s	�a

∗
m�Xt	� a

∗
b�Xt		d�Xt� z	�

The first best is achieved if and only if, for every state
x ∈ �� ,

∑
s≥ŝm�ām�x	� x	

∑
z∈�

3

3am
Px�z� s	�ām�x	� āb�x		��V �z	

≥ 3

3am
cm�ām�x	� x	� (23)

Proposition 5 establishes that the optimal relational
contract has a simple form. In the special case of a
stationary repeated game, V ∗�Xt+1	 is constant, so the
discretionary payment is one step as in Levin’s (2003)
stationary game with one-sided moral hazard. With
dynamics, the size of the bonus depends on the ongo-
ing value of the relationship. In particular, in a state x
where the optimal relational contract has strict under-
investment by the manufacturer:

3

3am

[∑
z∈�
Pxz�a

∗
m�x	� a

∗
b�x		�Y �x� z	+ �V ∗�z	�

− cm�am�x	
]
> 0�

the optimal relational contract has parameter 2�x	= 1,
which means that the manufacturer receives the max-
imum bonus, all of the relational capital V ∗�Xt+1	,
when his signal exceeds the threshold. Finally, Propo-
sition 5 provides a necessary and sufficient condition
for the first best to be achieved. This condition holds
when the discounted expected value under perfect
coordination, �V , is sufficiently large.
Together, Propositions 4B and 5 demonstrate one of

our main insights: The presence of dynamics and the
need for termination are tightly interconnected. If the
system does not exhibit dynamics (or more precisely,
if the buyer does not influence the dynamics of the
system), then an optimal relational contract does not
require termination. If dynamics are present and are
influenced by the buyer’s action, termination may be
required.

The intuition behind these diverging results is the
following. When the buyer’s action abt does not influ-
ence the ongoing expected discounted profit in the
next period V ∗�Xt+1	 and does not influence the dis-
cretionary payment dt , then the buyer has optimal
incentives for action in period t because she captures
the output Yt . The discretionary payment dt in (22)
is constructed so that, indeed, it only depends on the
manufacturer’s action, as reflected in the signal smt
and the continuation value V ∗�Xt+1	, which is not
influenced by the buyer’s action abt . Providing incen-
tives for the manufacturer to take the optimal action
does not require destroying value, because any value
not allocated to the manufacturer can be transferred
as a windfall gain to the buyer, without distorting
the buyer’s incentives. When the buyer’s action abt
does influence the ongoing expected discounted profit
in the next period V ∗�Xt+1	, this logic breaks down.
Providing incentives for optimal actions requires that
the discretionary transfer payment depends on both
firms’ actions. This introduces the free-rider problem,
which can be addressed by the joint punishment of
termination.
Recall that increasing the value of the manufac-

turer’s outside alternative in state z increases cm�am�z	
by a constant for all am ∈Am�z	. Similarly, increasing
the value of the buyer’s outside alternative in state z
increases cb�ab� z	 by a constant for all ab ∈Ab�z	. This
reduces the first-best value of the relationship �V �z	
and, by violating (23), may prevent the firms from
achieving the first best.

5. Application
To illustrate how relational contracts can be used and
to demonstrate the value of process visibility, this sec-
tion provides numerical results for a stylized model of
the biopharmaceutical contract manufacturing intro-
duced in §1. In each period t, the buyer and man-
ufacturer jointly produce a batch of the therapeutic
protein. The yield Yt depends on both the action of
the buyer abt ∈ �0�1� to improve the quality of the raw
material input and the action of manufacturer amt ∈
�0�1� to control the batch process. The manufacturer is
successful in process control smt = 1 with probability
amt , and otherwise is unsuccessful smt = 0. Similarly,
the buyer’s raw material input is good sbt = 1 with
probability abt , and otherwise is bad sbt = 0. The batch
is successful if and only if both firms are success-
ful: Xt+1 = smtsbt = 1. A successful production process
is associated with a higher expected yield. Specifi-
cally, when Xt+1 = smtsbt = 1, the yield random variable
is Yt ∼ Uniform�1�0�1�1	. When Xt+1 = smtsbt = 0, the
yield random variable is Yt ∼ Uniform�0�0�0�1	. We
assume that the firms have the same cost of action
in every period. The manufacturer’s cost of action is
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cm�am	= 7M − cM log�1− am	, where 7M represents the
value of the manufacturer’s outside alternative and
the second term represents the direct cost of action.
Similarly, the buyer’s cost of action is cb�ab	 = 7B −
cB log�1− ab	. We present results for the case that the
cost functions are symmetric 7M = 7B = 7 and cM =
cB = c, and then explain the effects of relaxing this
symmetry. The discount factor is � = 0�9, the value
of each firm’s outside alternative is 7 = 0�025, and
the contract allocates � = 0�7 of the system profit to
the manufacturer. The parameters are chosen to reflect
that the yield depends substantially on the firms’
actions, that the firms interact reasonably frequently,
and that the bargaining positions may be asymmetric.
In many cases, the firms may only observe the

yield and overall system state, but will not be able
to ascertain who is at fault when the overall produc-
tion process is unsuccessful. However, by investing
in information systems, the firms may obtain access
to real-time, detailed process control data, which will

Figure 2 In (a)–(c), the Optimal Relational Contract Without Signals; in (d)–(e), System Performance with and Without Signals
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Notes. Thick lines represent the case without signals, thin lines the case with signals, and dashed lines the first best. In (a), the optimal payments; in (b), the
yield threshold for termination; the firms terminate upon observing a yield below this threshold; and in (c), the optimal actions for each firm. In (d), discounted
expected system profit; and in (e), discounted expected profit as a percentage of the first-best profit.

help managers to identify problems with process
control or faulty materials; in this case, the signals
�smt� sbt	 are observable to the firms. Figure 2 depicts
the optimal relational contract in the setting without
signals and demonstrates the impact of having sig-
nal information on system performance. The figure
depicts the optimal relational contract and its perfor-
mance as a function of the action cost parameter c,
which reflects the costliness of effort.
To understand Figure 2 it is easiest to begin by

focusing on the setting without signals, which cor-
responds to the thick lines in Figures 2(a)–(e) (sub-
sequently we will describe how observing signals
changes the optimal relational contract). Theorem 1
characterizes the optimal relational contract in the set-
ting without signals, and Figures 2(a), (b), and (c)
illustrates this result by depicting the corresponding
payments, termination threshold, and actions.
Figure 2(a) shows that the optimal contract calls

for a nonzero discretionary payment only when the
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overall process is unsuccessful, and in this case, calls
for a “negative” payment, i.e., a payment from the
manufacturer to the buyer. Thus, the optimal pay-
ments have a very natural interpretation: The buyer is
obligated to pay the full purchase price, but the man-
ufacturer voluntarily refunds a portion of the pur-
chase price to the buyer when the overall process is
unsuccessful.
It is natural that the firms might break off coopera-

tion after observing poor performance. Imposing the
joint punishment of termination following a low yield
strengthens the incentive for the firms to exert effort
in order to reduce the likelihood of a low yield. The
optimal relational contract calls for the firms to ter-
minate their relationship if the yield falls below the
threshold in Figure 2(b). The figure shows that the
optimal relational contract requires termination if and
only if c is sufficiently large. When the cost of exerting
effort is very high (c > 0�13 in Figure 2), cooperation
is impossible to sustain: The optimal relational con-
tract calls for the firms to pursue their outside options
instead of transacting.
Figure 2(c) shows that the optimal relational con-

tract calls for the firms to exert less effort as the cost of
effort increases, which is intuitively appealing. More
importantly, the figure demonstrates that the firms
underinvest in effort relative to the first best. Even
with the optimal relational contract, the firms cannot
overcome the free-rider problem: Each firm shirks in
exerting effort because it anticipates having to share
the benefits of its effort with its partner.
Figures 2(d) and (e) report the discounted expected

system profit, where the thick line again corresponds
to the setting without signals. Figure 2(d) reports the
profit under an optimal relational contract and the
first-best profit, and Figure 2(e) reports profit under
an optimal relational contract, as a percentage of the
first-best profit, V ∗/�V . When the firms only observe
the overall system’s success, the loss in system effi-
ciency can be substantial. When the cost of exerting
effort is very high (c > 0�13 in Figure 2), the optimal
relational contract without signals calls for the firms
to pursue their outside options, and so the resulting
profit is insensitive to c. When the cost of exerting
effort is lower, cooperation can be sustained. Here,
there is a loss in system efficiency due both to under-
investment in action and to endogenous termination.
When c is moderately large, providing incentives for
effort requires imposing the joint punishment of ter-
mination, and it is here that the loss of system effi-
ciency is largest.
Second, we describe how observing the signals

�smt� sbt	 changes the optimal relational contract.
Proposition 5 characterizes the optimal relational
contract when the firms observe a signal of the
manufacturer’s action, and this relational contract

continues to be optimal when the firms also observe
a signal of the buyer’s action. As described in Propo-
sition 5, because the buyer’s actions do not influence
the dynamics of the system, when the firms observe
signals, the need for termination is eliminated. Fur-
ther, when the firms observe a signal of the manu-
facturer’s action, the discretionary payment depends
solely on that signal. Thus, in the optimal relational
contract, the manufacturer compensates the buyer
whenever smt = 0. Because the signal provides the
means to accurately assign blame, the magnitude of
the discretionary payment is larger, and this provides
stronger incentives for both firms to exert greater
effort. In fact, when the cost of exerting effort is not
extremely high (c < 0�18 in Figure 2), the optimal
relational contract with signals induces the first-best
action from the buyer and manufacturer. However,
when the cost of exerting effort is extremely high
(c > 0�18 in Figure 2), the ongoing value of the rela-
tionship is low, which constrains the discretionary
payment and thus causes underinvestment in effort.
This is reflected in the thin line, which corresponds
to the case with signals, in Figures 2(d) and (e). In
summary, the optimal relational contract with sig-
nals achieves the first-best profit except when the cost
of exerting effort is extremely high. The intuition is
that observing signals allows the firms to mitigate the
free-rider problem by assigning blame accurately. If
the signal were contractible, observing it would allow
the firms to eliminate the free-rider problem entirely
(Proposition 4A). However, with noncontractible sig-
nals, the magnitude of the discretionary payment
that is credible is limited, and consequently so is the
strength of incentives that can be provided, which
explains why underinvestment persists at extremely
high effort costs.
A central purpose of this example is to demonstrate

the power of process visibility: Even though the sig-
nal information is noncontractible, using it appropri-
ately substantially increases system profit and, for a
wide range of parameters, completely eliminates inef-
ficiency. Even when inefficiency persists, its magni-
tude is relatively small. On both an absolute and a
relative basis, system inefficiency and the gain from
observing signals is increasing and then decreasing in
the cost parameter c. Thus, firms that face moderate
costs in creating a successful production process gain
the most from obtaining information about the suc-
cess of each firm’s contribution to the process.
Next, we discuss how the results change when

the parameters differ from those in this example.
The total system profit under an optimal relational
contract depends on the total value of the outside
alternative (with profit decreasing in the total value),
but not on how this is allocated between the two
firms. Thus, Figure 2 represents optimal relational
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contracts for any �7m�7b	 satisfying 7m + 7b = 0�050.
The only impact of asymmetric outside alternatives is
to change the minimum amount that each firm can
be allocated in an optimal relational contract. In con-
trast, asymmetry in the direct cost of action portion
of the cost function introduces asymmetry in the opti-
mal actions. When the discount factor decreases or the
yield distributions become less favorable, the range of
production costs over which cooperation can be sus-
tained shrinks, and the degree of inefficiency grows.
Changing the split in profits � changes the magnitude
of the formal and discretionary payments, but it does
not change the optimal actions or system profit.
We conclude this section by describing how the

biopharmaceutical production model described above
can be adapted to reflect important decisions that
impact the dynamics of the system. In biopharma-
ceutical manufacturing, before commencing full-scale
production, the buyer’s and manufacturer’s scientists
and engineers work together to develop a manufac-
turing protocol. This protocol describes the details
of the manufacturing process that the firms are to
follow, and once the FDA has approved the proto-
col, the protocol rarely changes. Thus, the degree of
success in the up-front protocol design effort, which
depends stochastically on the first-period actions of
both the buyer and supplier �ab1� am1	 to develop an
efficient manufacturing protocol, determines the pro-
duction technology for the full-scale batch production
that follows in all subsequent periods: the distribution
function of the output Yt conditional on the actions
�amt� abt	, as well as the cost functions �cm�amt	� cb�abt	�
for t = 2�3� � � � �
The online supplement describes a model of manu-

facturing protocol design in which the firms observe
signals that are sufficient statistics for each firm’s
actions. The contribution is to demonstrate that the
optimal relational contract may call for termination
with strictly positive probability, despite the fact that
the firms observe informative signals that allow them
to assign blame for failure in the protocol design
process. This contrasts sharply with the theoretical
result illustrated in the joint production example
above, that in systems that do not exhibit dynamics,
observing signals eliminates the need for termination.
Finally, although the FDA’s regulatory requirements
for pharmaceutical manufacturing lend themselves to
a setting where the firms make a one-time, up-front
effort to develop a manufacturing process, in many
other contexts, the manufacturing process progres-
sively evolves as the manufacturer and buyer work
together to improve its efficiency. For example, Dyer
and Chu (2000) document the important role that
buyers’ progressive efforts to improve manufactur-
ing efficiency play in sustaining trust and informal
agreements in the auto industry. It is straightfoward

to apply our framework to capture such progressive
process improvement dynamics.

6. Discussion
Managing a long-term supply chain partnership is
inherently a dynamic process. The costliness and ef-
fectiveness of the actions that the firms take depends
on both their previous actions (e.g., investments or
divestments of human and physical assets) and the
ever-evolving external business environment. Further,
trust, once destroyed, may be difficult or impossi-
ble to restore. This paper shows how firms engaged
in joint production should structure informal agree-
ments in the face of dynamics and the temptation
to free ride. We demonstrate that an optimal rela-
tional contract has a simple, memoryless form. To
address dynamics, it is sufficient that the agreed-
upon actions depend only on the current state, and
payments depend only on the observed transition.
To discourage free riding, the optimal relational con-
tract may impose termination of the relationship to
jointly punish the firms following a transition associ-
ated with low effort. We show how process visibility
can improve system performance by eliminating the
need for termination. A key question is to what extent
optimal relational contracts nonetheless require termi-
nation. One of our main insights is that dynamics and
the need for termination are tightly interlinked. If the
buyer does not influence the dynamics, then the opti-
mal relational contract does not require termination.
If the buyer does influence the dynamics, the optimal
relational contract may require termination.
The framework we provide for addressing dy-

namic, joint production is quite general. For example,
the framework applies to progressive investment by a
manufacturer in technology or capacity and progres-
sive investment by a retailer in marketing or branding
that increases the value of the manufactured good. We
are optimistic that the framework can be applied to
a number of specific problem contexts (e.g., in oper-
ations or at the operations/marketing interface) to
obtain sharper insights about dynamics and relation-
ships, and we hope that future work will follow.
An online supplement to this paper is available on

the Management Science website (http://mansci.pubs.
informs.org/ecompanion.html).
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Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof proceeds in three steps.

Any optimal relational contract must have certain basic
properties. The first step is to describe these properties. The
second step demonstrates that for any relational contract
with these basic properties, there exists a simple self-enforc-
ing relational contract that achieves the same expected total
discounted profit. In this simple relational contract, the
firms’ actions depend only on the current state of the sys-
tem; the discretionary transfer payment and termination
probability depend only on the observed transition. We con-
clude from the second step that in searching for an optimal
relational contract, we can restrict attention to self-enforcing
relational contracts with this simple structure. The third step
constructs the simple optimal relational contract by solving
the dynamic program (11).
Step 1. Properties of any Optimal Relational Contract. Con-

sider a relational contract o with the following terms for
the first period: formal payment po�x	, discretionary transfer
payment do�x� z�y	, strategy for the manufacturer of ��om�x	,
aom�x	� and strategy for the buyer of ��

o
b �x	, a

o
b�x	�, condi-

tional on �X1�X2�Y1	= �x� z�y	. Let V o
1 �x	 denote the total

expected discounted profit, conditional on X1 = x.
V o
1 �x	 = Eo��om1+�ob1 �X1 = x�

= Eo
[ �∑
t=1
�t−1�obt�

o
mt�Yt − cm�aomt�Xt	

− cb�aobt�Xt	�
∣∣∣X1 = x

]
�

where the superscript o indicates that the expectation Eo

is taken with respect to the distribution induced by the
relational contract. Similarly, let V o

2 �x� z	 denote the total
expected discounted profit under the optimal relational con-
tract starting from Period 2, conditional on �X1�X2	= �x� z	.

V o
2 �x� z	= Eo

[ �∑
t=2
�t−2�obt�

o
mt�Yt − cm�aomt�Xt	

− cb�aobt�Xt	�
∣∣∣ �X1�X2	= �x� z	

]
�

To be considered as a candidate for optimality, the rela-
tional contract o must satisfy

V o
2 �x� z	≤ V o

1 �z	 for every x�z ∈� � (24)

If V o
2 �x� z	 > V

o
1 �z	 the firms could achieve strictly greater

expected total discounted profit by starting with the contin-
uation contract from Period 2, rather than the initial con-
tract for state z. Note that (24) may be a strict inequality in
order to create incentives for action in Period 1. However,
if �om�x	 · �ob �x	= 0, then

V o
2 �x� z	= V o

1 �z	 for every z ∈� � (25)

To be considered as a candidate for optimality, the rela-
tional contract o must also be self-enforcing in the first
period, which implies that

Eo��om1 �X1 = x�≥ 0 and Eo��ob1 �X1 = x�≥ 0
for every x ∈�� (26)

and for every x such that �om�x	= �ob �x	= 1 so that the firms
transact in the first period:

aom�x	= argmax
a∈Am�x	

{
−cm�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�a� a

o
b	

·Eo�do + ��om2 �X1 = x� X2 = z�
}

(27)

aob�x	= argmax
a∈Ab�x	

{
−cb�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�a

o
m�a	

(
Y �x�z	

+Eo�−do + ��ob2 �X1 = x� X2 = z�
)}

(28)

�Eo��om2 � �X1�X2�Y1	= �x� z�y	�≥−do�x� z�y	 (29)

�Eo��ob2 � �X1�X2�Y1	= �x� z�y	�≥ do�x� z�y	� (30)

Step 2. The Equivalent Simple Relational Contract. Now we
will construct a simple, self-enforcing relational contract
with the same expected total discounted profit as the rela-
tional contract o. Define

Q�x�z	= �V o
1 �z	−V o

2 �x� z	�/V
o
1 �z	

+ = inf{t% Yt < F −1
Xt�Xt+1 �Q�Xt�Xt+1		

}
�

The firms’ strategies for whether or not to transact are, for
t = 1�2� � � � �

�mt =



1 if t ≤+� ebs = ems = 1 for s < t and

Xt ∈ �x% �om�x	= �ob �x	= 1�
0 otherwise

�bt =



1 if t ≤+� ebs = ems = 1 for s < t and

Xt ∈ �x% �om�x	= �ob �x	= 1�
0 otherwise.

Furthermore, action strategies are, for t = 1�2� � � � �
amt = aom�Xt	
abt = aob�Xt	�

The formal price is po�Xt	 and the discretionary transfer
payment is dt = 0 if Yt < F −1

Xt�Xt+1 �Q�Xt�Xt+1		, and other-
wise is

dt = d�Xt�Xt+1	�
where, for each �x� z	 ∈� ×� ,

d�x�z	 = �1−Q�x�z	�−1Eo�do + ��om2 �X1 = x� X2 = z�
− �Eo��om1 �X1 = z��

From the definition of the simple relational contract,

�1−Q�x�z	��d�x� z	+ �Eo��om1 �X1 = z��
= Eo�do + ��om2 �X1 = x� X2 = z� (31)

�1−Q�x�z	��−d�x�z	+ �Eo��ob1 �X1 = z��
= Eo�−do + ��ob2 �X1 = x� X2 = z�� (32)

(31) implies that the simple relational contract achieves
the same expected discounted profit for the buyer for the
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manufacturer as relational contract o, for each initial state
X1 ∈ � . (32) implies the analogous result for the buyer. It
remains to show that the simple relational contract is self-
enforcing. (26) implies that the simple relational contract
satisfies (4)–(5). Together, (27) and (31) imply that the simple
relational contract satisfies (6). Similarly, (28) and (32) imply
that the simple relational contract satisfies (7). (29) implies

�Eo��om1 �X1 = z�≥−d�x�z	�
which implies that the simple relational contract satisfies (8).
Similarly, (30) implies

�Eo��om1 �X1 = z�≥−d�x�z	�
which implies that the simple relational contract satisfies (9).
We conclude that the simple relational contract is self-
enforcing.
Step 3. The Simple Optimal Relational Contract. In search-

ing for an optimal relational contract, we can restrict atten-
tion to self-enforcing relational contracts with the simple
structure described in Step 2. We can also assume with-
out loss of generality that the manufacturer is allocated a
fraction � ∈ �0�1� of the total discounted expected profit.
Let V �z	 denote the maximum total discounted profit that
can be achieved with such a relational contract, starting in
state z. Suppose that the firms will adopt this relational
contract in the second period, and would like to develop a
discretionary transfer payment, action strategies for the two
firms, and a termination function for the first period, that
are self-enforcing and maximize expected total discounted
profit. Given that the system is initially in state x, this must
result in expected total discounted profit of V �x	.

V �x	 = max
[
�
∑
z∈�
Pxz�0�0	v�z	� max

d�Q�am�ab

{
−cm�am�x	+cb�ab�x	

+∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�ab	�Y �x�z	+��1−Q�x�z	�V �z	�

}]

subject to:

am ∈ max
a∈Am�x	

{
−cm�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�a� ab	�1−Q�x�z	�

· �d�x� z	+ ��V �z	�
}

ab ∈ max
a∈Ab�x	

{
−cb�a�x	+

∑
z∈�
Pxz�am�a	�Y �x� z	+ �1−Q�x�z	�

· �−d�x�z	+ ��1−�	V �z	��
}

��V �z	≥−d�x�z	
��1−�	V �z	≥ d�x�z	
0≤Q�x�z	≤ 1�
This is equivalent to

T V = V �
From Proposition 1, we know that T has a largest fixed
point V ∗, and therefore V = V ∗. Thus, the optimal terms are
as given in the statement of the theorem. �
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